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What’s the Big Deal, Anyway?
In the beginning, people thought that computers would free us
and return us to a life of leisure.

What’s the Big Deal, Anyway?
Image at http://www.pantherhouse.com/newshelton/the-power-of-64k-memory/

Picture is from a 1983 ad for the Commodore SX-64 Executive, the first color portable computer.
From the beginning, computers were supposed to free us from the tyranny of manual and repetitive work. Drink cocktails with some
lovelies in the background, all while ruling the world from your table at the pool. Sounds like a plan!
How’s that working out for you?
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What’s the Big Deal, Anyway?
Yet as we surround ourselves with more and more technology and computers,
we find that we have become a slave to them!

What’s the Big Deal, Anyway?

Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/burnflare/2387682004/
But as we surround ourselves with more and more technology and computers, we find that we have become a slave to them!
What we’re look at here is a picture of a Mac using it’s Expose function on a machine that has 150 applications running and who knows
what else sitting in the Dock….
And, of course, there’s that person - YOU - who’s supposed to make sense of all that chatter!
So, what are we going to do about this, at least for the stuff that goes into making software, which is one of the most demanding and
detail oriented endeavors ever undertaken by man?
We’ll add another layer on top of everything, of course. A layer that gets us back to that cocktail by the pool!
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Why Does Continuous Integration Matter?
Competence, like truth, beauty, and contact lenses, is in the eye of the beholder.

Why Does Continuous Integration Matter?

Image at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Capa,_Death_of_a_Loyalist_Soldier.jpg (use rationale: Show Federico Borrell García,
as he is remembered)
Quote by Laurence Peter (1919 - 1988), noted educator and author, most recognized for the “Peter Principle” (“In a hierarchy
every employee tends to rise to his level of incompetence ... in time every post tends to be occupied by an employee who is
incompetent to carry out its duties ... Work is accomplished by those employees who have not yet reached their level of
incompetence.”)
In a sense, many of the reasons of why do Continuous Integration (or even more broadly, Agile Automation), have a sense of “It doesn’t
really matter if the results we see are from the process, or from the underlying principles, but if we get results, why bother with the
conversation?” This famous picture, called "Death of a Loyalist Soldier", taken by Robert Capa, has historically had a lot of controversy
surrounding it. There’s a huge disagreement about whether or not it was faked. But the results of the picture were what really mattered.
It galvanized support for the Spanish Civil War, and the rest is history. So it is with Continuous Integration. No one will argue (at least
with a straight face) that a bubbling lava lamp makes for better software. But if we get better software where we have bubbling lava
lamps, why bother wasting breath trying to figure out the cause and effect?
It really boils down to this. Automation frees us from menial tasks that would otherwise take up our time, energy and effort. And
Continuous Integration has an even more poignant effect. Because if any one of the tasks in a full build cycle gets screwed up, it tends to
have dire consequences to the process. There’s cost due to rework. There’s loss of productivity. And remember, when defects are found
later rather than sooner, the costs just keep piling up! In that sense, Continuous Integration can be seen as a great risk reducer. And, in
the some stroke, a great productivity booster!
It’s hard to argue against Mom and apple pie. And it’s equally hard to argue that Continuous Integration is a bad thing. But some people
will argue that “It doesn’t apply here, because the upfront costs are just too high.” We’ll see that argument just don’t hunt no more, as
so much of the necessary infrastructure is free, as in speech, and sometimes even as in beer.
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Isn't This a Developer Only Topic?
The noblest of all dogs is the hot-dog, for it feeds the hand that bites it.

Isn’t This a Developer Only Topic?

Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/linderrox/2720762230/sizes/o/
Quote by Laurence Peter (1919 - 1988) (AGAIN!), noted educator and author, most recognized for the “Peter Principle” (“In a
hierarchy every employee tends to rise to his level of incompetence ... in time every post tends to be occupied by an employee
who is incompetent to carry out its duties ... Work is accomplished by those employees who have not yet reached their level of
incompetence.”)
Absolutely wrong! While its true that developers will consume many of the benefits of Continuous Integration, just in making sure that
their codebases integrate with one another (and therefore stay on the same track), that’s not the whole story. And remember, the longer
between codebase integration, the more a local copy will drift apart from the repository image, and the longer it takes to get them
swimming in the same pool again. And longer means more expensive, which is never a good thing.
But there are many more benefits that affect a much larger community.
When acceptance tests are constantly run against the codebase, we get instant feedback to see how quickly we’re reaching our iterative
development goals. Or, possibly, find out when someone is taking requirements into their own hands and using acceptance criteria that
only they agree to!
And to those unsung heroes of development. The ones who wear QA outfits, this becomes a gift from heaven. Remember, They are
responsible for making sure that the product has things like functionality and a user interface that everyone agreed to. An application
that actually works.
Or how about those brave souls who use code metrics to keep the developers honest? You know how much developers love someone
telling them that their code sucks. Let the server do that when possible!
And how about salving the butts that too many developers kick? Those that belong to the deployment guys. Those who work with so
little, but are expected to perform miracles in no time flat, deploying applications, databases, and everything else with little to aid them
other than, perhaps, a sheet with some scribbled notes? “If you prick us, do we not bleed? If you tickle us, do we not laugh? If you poison
us, do we not die? And if you wrong us, shall we not revenge?”
Maybe a little less quote, next time. That’s getting too close to home!
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And Exactly What Can Be Continuously Integrated?
Wisdom is what's left after we've run out of personal opinions.

And Exactly What Can Be Continuously Integrated?

Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/nearnearfuture/4722106/sizes/o/
Quote by Cullen Hightower (1923 – present). Quipster often associated with American conservative political movement.
And exactly what sort of silly question is that?
Anything that we can do from the command line on the computer can be automated. That includes code, databases, deployment, etc.
That also includes things that we do now, by hand, that should be done by computers. Things like testing.
Things that are:
• hard to do (need a cheat sheet?),
• inefficient (need a test script?),
• boring (how many games of FreeCell do you need to get through that test script, anyway),
• not repeatable (because of a myriad of conditions that need to be set, etc. See inefficient and boring for more details.
• different from one system to another
If you can think it, do it by hand, and have to do it more than a few times, you end up being not just foolish, but wasteful for not
automating it!

),
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Continuing the Conversation
Let’s Build With Every Code Change!

Continuing The Conversation: Let’s Build With Every Code Change

Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/thomashawk/430523365/sizes/o/
This is a no-brainer. The longer between integrations, the more chance that the integrations will cost loads of time. If we can get
disciplined enough to remember and apply that principle, then we save ourselves huge amounts of time by making sure that the CI server
doesn’t sit idle, wasting energy and unused computation cycles, as developers continue to diverge their personal codebases from one
another.
Just like Al Capone (almost) once said, “Integrate early and often!” We reduce risk, keep everyone happy, lower future costs, save the
planet (OK, that’s a stretch). But you get the point.
And while we’re on the subject of builds with every code change, a few words about what a good build process is like. It’s CRISP. Coined
by Mike Clark, of Agile Project Automation fame, builds need to be
•Complete
•Repeatable
•Informative
•Schedulable
•And Portable
As we teach in our “Agile Automation” class, this is going to mean
•Build from first principles (not attempting to save a few cycles by thinking that we really understand the dependency network of
our code, and can count on shortcuts to the build process that work 100%, 24/7, 5 balls of accuracy all the time and under all
circumstances)
•Insure that every build ever built can be rebuilt (So, all we need is a software delivery time machine? That sounds easy enough.
Really!)
•Make sure that the builds don’t so overwhelm us with so much progress information droning on and on with “everything is just so
wonderful!” that we miss the one time that the issue of “we have a build problem, Houston” comes up in the low signal to noise
ratio
•Count on the fact that even if the build and complete test process is too long for a comprehensive build on every check-in, that we
can have a “once/twice/thrice” a day real build to keep us honest
•Insure that we do not depend too heavily on platform specific tools, so that a change in platform doesn’t cripple us (When we get
into a rental car, we aren’t required to read the owner’s manual to find out where the gas, brake, and steering wheel are on the car
we’re in. Why should build systems all be different?)
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Continuing the Conversation
Let’s Take Our Database Along for the Ride, Too!

Continuing The Conversation: Let’s Take Our Databases Along for the Ride, Too!

Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/khrystyn22/515372286/sizes/l/
There are two classic “tough to tests” areas hat the typical TDD process avoids. The first is UI testing. Its just plain hard to mock and fake
your way through UI code. And UI code is the ultimate in manual assertations, taking a person-in-the-middle to read and move the UI
presentation stream forward. But frameworks like Selenium are changing all of that, at least on CI servers, where we have the time to
automatically regression test everything. This can allow QA to test in the problem domain, rather than wasting their time on things like
making sure that the UI still hangs together.
The other “tough to test” area that’s really damming comes in the form of databases. These are resistant to testing during the coding
process (the crux of TDD) not just because of the mocking and faking issues, and not just because of the time to test issues, but because,
well, they are databases. And databases not only have to live in the present (as when we work with structure and data that we are
adding, changing, on so on), but because they also live in the past (with that nasty historical data that needs to be brought forward).
There are several approaches to solve this. One is a BDUF for the database. Bad idea. What makes you think that databases are any
different than code is, when it comes to understanding everything up front?
The better idea is to make databases part of the codebase. Their schema definitions need to be used to produce the database as part of
the build process! We can include them in the testing world by using judicious wiring in our IoC containers. When we’re developing and
unit testing the code at our desktops, we should point to something like an inMemory fake to make the testing fast. And then when we
integrate, we simply point the IoC container to point to a built out database, as part of the build process, because time is less of an issue
for the CI server than an impatient developer who needs to build every few minutes. And, finally, we should look to tools like Liquibase to
aid us maintain both the schema changes that iterative development imply as well as the data inside existing databases, that may need to
be scrubbed or moved as part of a refactoring pattern.
We feel so strongly about this topic that Valtech now offers an advanced course titled “Agile Database Design” that dives in deeply into
this topic!
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Continuing the Conversation
Why Have Tests If We Don’t Always Run Them?

Continuing The Conversation: Why Have Tests If We Don’t Always Run Them?

Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/kandyjaxx/126198420/sizes/o/
We have developed many ways of better building and testing our code.
• We’ve brought testing up front with acceptance tests, brought to you by Fit/FitNesse
• We’ve bought testing into coding by writing unit tests first, as part of the TDD rhythm
• We’ve spent, time and effort scripting UI tests through Selenium
• We’ve made sure that each and every defect is rewritten as a regression test, and automated to allow us to insure that it never
occurs again
So, why don’t these toils and practices get used all the time? And give us the immediate feedback that allows us to fix defects as they
creep in? Easy. The time, and the money it implies, if we test manually.
• When we view testing as a practice separate and apart from the normal code and build cycle, we prepare ourselves for failure.
Failure because of the myopic vision that short term savings has, when we push off work that we know needs to be done onto
someone else’s desk and make it their charge.
• One could argue that the false sense of security provided by the manual testing of some basically unknown version of code is
negated when we just don’t complete the loop and integrate that testing into the standard build process, and know that all the tests
are run against a specific version of code! If we can’t count on the testing that we invested time and money in, why did we do it in
the first place?
•And if we continue in that line of thought, it can be argued that its merely wasted time and money to even write these tests at all.
If we’re depending on a costly manual process to run tests after the fact, then maybe we should save ourselves for the inevitable
grief coming at is with the train wreck that we call “release”.
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Continuing the Conversation
Would You Like Some Metrics With That?

Continuing The Conversation: Would You Like Some Metrics With That?

Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/patrick_q/103942927/sizes/o/
Its easy to check up on health, because CI servers like CruiseControl allow us to quickly integrate metrics generators directly into the tail
end of the build process.
Now, we can be armed not only with things like “we know that we’re making progress on completing the sprint because x% of all our tests
now work”, but can also point to some of the quality issues on the code being generated.
•Is the cyclomatic complexity (a measure of the complexity of a program calculated by looking for the linearly independent paths
through the code – through all of the conditional logic) getting worse (meaning that maintenance may become harder)?
•Is our unit test coverage, as measured by tooling, trending better (hey, not everyone does strict TDD, right)? Think things like
Ncover.
•Are the fashion police, in terms of adherence to coding standards, good with what we’ve written? Think things like FxCop.
•And my personal favorite, can we find areas of duplication in the code? Think things like Simian.
•And so on and so forth.
Again, we find ourselves forced to look at the Agile Manifesto phrase “Working software is the primary measure of progress.” Notice that
it never says that it’s the only measure. Some stuff on the quality front, other than practices such as TDD, need to be addressed and/or
confirmed. Even skeptics on the metrics front have to agree that if the metrics don’t cost any cycles, and we are free to not let them
weigh us down, they aren’t a bad thing. So, I like to think of metrics much like a confirmed health food fanatic who appreciates a good
corned beef sandwich from time to time, or, heaven forbid, a Big Mac. No one has to know… And they may even be good or useful!
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Continuing the Conversation
I Didn’t Know That CI Could Help With Deployment!

Continuing The Conversation: I Didn't Know that CI Could Help With Deployment!

Image is of General Dwight D. Eisenhower addressing troops of the 101st Airborne Division prior to D-Day Normandy, on June 5,
1944.
For desktop apps, automation begins in the application and the road to get it on the end user’s machine. Standard installers for Windows
and OSX can allow the application to “call home” periodically, to look for the newest version of the application, and install it if it is greater
than the current one.
But backend systems are a little different. There is typically more oversight needed by operations that the new application is defect free
enough to be installed. And the backend system doesn’t have nice, easy to implement “call home” ability to see if a new version is
available. Furthermore, it may be that the current application must be quiessed for a period of time while things like database schema
updating and data scrubbing can take place. Many times, these windows of opportunity exist only when users are least likely to want to
use the system, such as Sunday morning, etc.
But operations can still be helped, even if we don’t write our applications to have self-improvement mindset. By giving operations status
as to the current build activity, and giving them assurance that the application is “shovel ready”, they may be able to move forward with
confidence, even if they have to manually push the button on the appropriate CI server to make the deployment happen. Even if we just
park the build artifacts into a place that they can manually downloaded and installed from, just by the nature of the confidence that
“these are the good bits, the Glengarry bits”, we’ve still helped. (See the excellent 1992 James Foley film “Glengarry Glen Ross”, starring
Al Pacino, Jack Lemmon, Alec Baldwin, Ed Harris, and Kevin Spacey to catch where that parody comes from)
But for larger landscapes, where an application needs to be on dozens or hundreds of machines in rapid succession, it is imperative to
augment human power with the consistency, quickness, and ease of use by automating the process with scripting and so on. This is,
again, an issue of “pay a little up front (when it makes sense) and save over the long run by cutting out the repetitive labor.”
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Continuing the Conversation
Where’s The Cool Stuff, Anyhow?

Continuing The Conversation: Where’s The Cool Stuff, Anyhow?
Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/18946008@N06/2338597995/sizes/o/
The conversation here is not strictly about the newest and coolest (OK, the geek in us needs a sort of corporate WAF [Wife Acceptance Factor] to survive), but remember
• Humans are visual creatures
• We respond to visual cues more rapidly (and subconsciously) than verbal cues (see How the Human Brain Developed and How the Human Mind Works, Manfred
Davidmann, http://www.solbaram.org/articles/humind.html)
•Hence, the XFD (Extreme Feedback Device)
•It fights eMail overload, especially the low signal to noise ratio problem inherent in eMail nowadays (just don’t get me started on this, OK?)
•Its quicker to convey status, and can do so to all passerbys, rather than just the select few who get the eMails or can logon to the CI system
•It gives an esprit de corps to the team when things go well (now everyone gets to see!)
•It encourages people from breaking the build (nothing like the threat of public humiliation to make people conscious of doing the right stuff!)
•They come in many sizes, colors, and flavors
•Lava lamps, for the terminally traditional
•Screaming police sirens, for the 12 year olds in us
•XPS type laptop case lamps that change color, for the techno geeks among us
•Color changing Ambient Orbs, for the corporately fatal techno geeks among us
•Traffic lights, for the MAKE enthusiasts in the crowd
•CCTray and desktop widgets, for those of us who want many of the benefits of an XFD without the effort of having to do much to make it happen
•And in comes in trendy, nifty, really cool WiFi appliances like the Chumby and Nabaztag for cool people (like me). And by the way, the Ambient Orb doesn’t count
here, because it’s so, well, early decade!!
•This is an area of a rapidly changing landscape with extreme innovation occurring all the time.
•Just be sure not to fall into the rat hole where we spend all of our collective energy in this area.
•Yeah, its fun.
•But we’ve already seen that Continuous Integration is far more than this!
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Oh, One More Thing…
Continuous Integration Shouldn’t Stop at the End of a Build Cycle!

And Remember – Continuous Integration Shouldn’t Stop at the End of a Build Cycle!
Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/gauper/998599360/sizes/o/
We’ve been spending all of out time and attention on the build and deploy side of the street – activities whose times are probably small compared to the amount of time
spent in the application in production!
So let’s consider what can be gained by automating some of the drudgery surrounding monitoring the deployed application while it runs in the wild!
•Get a shy application to speak up! Perhaps eMail notification using SMS when trouble strikes, as in surrounding a simple application inside a shell script that executes a
loop and send an SMS by eMail when disaster strikes (as when the application gets to the next line in the shell script) followed by another invocation of the application to
startup again.
#!/bin/sh
while ! java com.my.shy.program.Main
do
mail -s "Help Me!" 2032431515@cingularme.com
sleep 60
Don

<

shyProgramHasIssueseMail.txt

•By simply changing the way that we invoke our shy program, we get a snazzy SMS every time that the program falls down, and the program
automatically restarts itself.
•How about designing our web application to respond to an “Are you OK?” request, where the simple shell generated answer is “I’m fine.” Then, put this under cron
control and automate the bugger, so you don’t have to do the asking!
•Consider using things like putting “tripwires” into the application code.
•The term tripwire comes from the military.
•Tripwires are attached to one or more mines in order to increase the activation area of the mines.
•We use things like log files to tell us about the health or mortality of applications that we deploy
•But design the log entries with the rest of the code, not just a debugging afterthought
•Consider solutions like log4j or log4net to regularize logging
•And once we have rational control over what gets logged and how, use things like Chainsaw to cut the logs down to size (and even gain remote access to them!)
Remember the Agile and Lean philosophy here.
•Things like screen scraping may not be the newest technology out there for monitoring running applications.
•But if a simple, yet effective, solution yields the results that you need, use it!
•Your job is probably not making monitoring tools. That’s probably considered burden on your primary task. Your primary job is probably making code that works
for your users.
•Let’s use the best, easiest, and most expeditious power tools that are out there that get you back to that job, and free you from the monotony and burden of
maintaining your best face to your customer.
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And Now, On With The Show!
Talk low, talk slow, and don't talk too much.

And Now, On With The Show!

Image at http://30daysout.files.wordpress.com/2008/05/ed-sullivan-and-the-beatles-smaller3.jpg
Quote by Marion Mitchell Morrison (1907 –1979), better known by his stage name John Wayne. An American film actor,
director and producer. He epitomized rugged masculinity and has become an enduring American icon. He is famous for his
distinctive voice, walk and height.
•In general, what we are going to experience is a Continuous Integration process that kicks in when we trigger a build, either by checking
something into the repository or forcing it, the following events will occur
•All prior build artifacts are deleted
•Checkout from the repository occurs
•Compilation occurs
•The application’s database is built
•Unit tests run
•Code metrics run (Ncover, FxCop, and Simian)
•Fit/FitNesse acceptance tests run
•Selenium UI tests run
•XFD updated to current build state (the CCtray application for work, and the Nabaztag for fun)
•RSS and Twitter feeds updated
•Appropriate eMails sent
•When we feel that it’s time to go into production, we will force a deployment to production (we really want to keep a person in the
middle on this, or we could constantly get production updated needlessly…) Pushing the button will
•Quiess the production server
•Recreate a new production database
•Push the test content onto the production machine
•Run the Selenium UI tests as a sort of smoke test to verify that all is well
•My cell phone needs to play a part in this demo, to allow WiFi access to the Nabaztag, so it will be busy and unable to take eMail for the
duration of the demo. I’ll need a volunteer to come forward with an eMail address that works for their phone. I promise nor to sell your
address, yada yada yada…
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Meet the Machines We’re Gonna Use
Walking isn't a lost art: one must, by some means, get to the garage.

Meet The Machines We’re Gonna Use

Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/rumpleteaser/2973591799/sizes/l/
Quote by Evan Esar (1899 - 1995). American humorist who wrote Esar's Comic Dictionary 1943 and 20,000 Quips and Quotes in
1968.
•We have three virtual machines all networked together on my laptop. Very much like the way your organization operates today. I mean
except for the laptop and three virtual machines… Anyway…
•Machine 1 is a “DEV Machine”. Developers use ones like that. They develop and test their code on these boxes. They are running Visual
Studio, SQL Server (for local development), and local Selenium proxy servers.
•Machine 2 is a “CI and TEST Server”. On this machine, we have the SubVersion Server, the CruiseControl server, the Fit/FitNesse server,
IIS (for TEST), SQL Server (for TEST), and the Selenium proxy used for testing.
•And Machine 3 is a “PROD Server”. This machine we have for production IIS and SQL Server.
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How Do I Test Thee?
Let Me Count the Ways…

How Do I Test Thee? Let Me Count the Ways…

Image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/cobalt/409924867/sizes/o/
•We will be using Nunit to test that we got the code right.
•These highly structured tests should not really be considered testing at all, because unit testing should be considered a coding
practice.
•With Test Driven Development, we move the testing forward such that we don’t write a particular piece of code until we have a
failing automated test for that code.
•And we consider a failing unit test to be as bad as code that doesn’t compile. The build is broken if the unit test fails.
•This gives us a big advantage when we have to make changes to the codebase, because we can change code, even if it’s not our
own, without fear that we might be breaking anything anywhere.
•We will be using FitNesse to test that we coded the right thing.
•How many times have we “specified” a requirement, only to find that the development team didn’t quite get it?
•Or have the requirement change? At least on someone’s requirement document!
•Or ask for status from a developer on a particular feature, and get a response with arbitrary % completes? How does that help?
How does one elicit those numbers? And who says its done, anyway?
•And we will be using Selenium to test that everything comes together for the user experience
•This has traditionally been the bane of a tester’s existence
•Because its normally done as boring and monotonous manual script running
•Which is mind numbing at best
•And error prone at worst. And those could turn out to be very costly errors!
•Aren’t computers supposed to fix all that? Let’s start using them that way and get back to the cocktail by the pool!
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Enough Already!
Show Me What Ya Got!!!

Enough Already! Show Me What Ya Got!!!
•And now we go live to our broadcast, already under way… Lord willin’ and the creek don’t rise…
•We’re going to see
•A forced build, that should work and demonstrate all of the CI features I alluded to earlier
•Coding for a new story – one that checks that a Member has a valid 2 character state code entered. We’ll check that in and see
everything work again, new tests and all.
•Coding on that new story that fails on compilation. We’ll check that in and see all the alarms go off.
•Coding that fixes the coding problem. We’ll check that in and see everything become good again.
•Coding that tries to extend the solution. It will compile, but fail on testing. We’ll check in this fairly common occurrence and see
the world turn red again.
•Coding that fixes the issue that we just created. We’ll see the world return to normal again.
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OK. So, I’ve Seen The Promised Land.
But I Missed the Part About Why This is My New Best Friend…

OK. I’ve Seen the Promised Land. But I Missed the Part About Why This is My New Best Friend…
•A Best Friend will always tell you when something’s wrong before anyone else does
•A Best Friend makes sure that everyone knows what a great job you’ve been doing
•A Best Friend always remembers the details and never lets anything slip through the cracks
•A Best Friend is someone you are comfortable with and can grow old with and but never lose the need for
•So it is for Continuous Integration servers.
•They save our butts by letting us know that things that should be sweet are sour.
•They trumpet our successes in very visible ways.
•They deeply test and check our code. We never have to be embarrassed that things that should work don’t, or things that used to
work don’t work anymore.
•They become part of the coding process so deeply that the code/test/debug cycle that we all know and love, I mean HATE,
becomes human once again.
•The CI server becomes our trusted advisor and friend. Once we find such a friend, we never want to be far from them.
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Let’s Just Do It!
You may remember Network. But not like this…

Let’s Just Do It!
I could go on for days on a topic like this. But all the evangelical fervor in the world does not replace the joy and happiness that I get from
making things. I’ll bet it’s the same for you.
I’ll close with a parody on a famous quote from the 1976 film “Network”, written by Paddy Chayefsky and directed by Sidney Lumet. In
the film, broadcaster Howard Beale has a cathartic moment on his live news show, and flips out with some words that you’ve heard
before. But not like this:
You've got to say, 'I'm a HUMAN BEING, Goddamnit! My life has VALUE!' So I want you to get up now. I want all of you to get up
out of your chairs. I want you to get up right now and go to your boss’s office. Open up the door, and stick your head in, and yell,
I'M AS MAD AS HELL, AND I'M NOT GOING TO TAKE THIS ANYMORE! We start Continuous Integration tomorrow to take back our
lives and start kicking some software butt!
And that, ladies and gentlemen, concludes our broadcast day.
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Questions, Issues, and Debate
Give me your best shot!

Questions, Issues, and Debate
Give me your best shot!
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Continuous Integration:
Your New Best Friend
For more information,
Visit us on the web at http://www.valtech.us
Email us directly at vicki.pate@valtech.com
Call us at (972) 789-1200
Fax us at (972) 789-1340 (anyone still have one of those?

)

Write us (or just drop by) at
Valtech
19111 North Dallas Pkwy, Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75287
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